
Implementing Sequential Processes Using

Java Threads

We have seen how to think or model a process using finite-state
machines. Now we shall study how to implement processes within Java.

Defining Java Threads

In Java, processes are called threads. Threads, as with everything else in
Java, are classes which the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) treats in a
special way.

In order for a Java class to be a thread, it must extend the Thread

class and it must contain an implementation of the method
public void run().



Example 1 Consider the following Java thread (class):

publ ic c lass WebPage extends Thread {

publ ic void u r l ( ) {
// some code − eg . System . out . p r i n t l n (” u r l ”)

} // end o f method u r l

publ ic void return ( ) {
// some code − eg . System . out . p r i n t l n (” re tu rn ”)

} // end o f method re tu rn

publ ic void run ( ) {
while ( true ) {

u r l ( ) ;

return ( ) ;

} // end o f whi l e−l oop

} // end o f method run

} // end o f t h read c l a s s WebPage



It implements the WebPage process from the week 1 lectures:

WebPage = (url -> return -> WebPage).

Notice:

• how the WebPage class defined has extended the Thread class, and
so will be treated in a special manner by the JVM.

• how the WebPage class has an implementation of the method
public void run() as is required.

• how each action of the WebPage process is implemented as a
method in the WebPage thread.



Running Java Threads

Having defined a Java thread we now need to understand how to create
instances of them and then to run them.

Within Bluej, all we need to do is to first create an object instance. This
ensures that the appropriate (thread) object instance is placed on our
object workbench.

Next, to run this object instance, we simply invoke the thread objects
start method (inherited from the Thread object). The start method
will create a real JVM thread and then call that threads run method.

Important:

Do not call the run method directly. This does not create a new
JVM thread, but simply run’s the method from the current object
instance of the thread class!

Implementing Action Indexing

Action indexing implies that the corresponding implementing methods
will have arguments.

Sometimes though it is also necessary to introduce extra properties to
our thread class so that variable scope of our processes indexes may be
modeled correctly (see this weeks practical sessions).

Implementing Process Indexing

Process indexing implies that the process will need properties (one for
each index) and a constructor function (to initialize the process).



Implementing Action Prefixing and

Sequential Composition

We use Java’s sequential composition for this!

Implementing Choice

See this week’s practicals.

Implementing Guarded Actions

We use Java’s conditional statements for this!

Implementing Hiding

Hiding is best implemented by simply implementing the hidden actions
as private methods.

Implementing Concurrent Processes

Here we need to define a Java thread that starts its constituent threads.

The following is the thread that implements the ClockRadio process of
the week 3 lecture:



public class ClockRadio extends Thread {

public void run ( ) {
Thread c l o ck = new Clock ( ) ;

Thread rad io = new Radio ( ) ;

c l o ck . s t a r t ( ) ;

rad io . s t a r t ( ) ;

} // end o f run method

} // end o f thread c l a s s ClockRadio

Implementing Shared Actions In Java

This is not as clear cut as everything else! This is because we have not
yet seen any mechanisms (in Java!) for controlling synchronization.

Last week we looked at monitors. Lets assume that our processes are
written so that all shared actions arise as a result of signal actions.

If our processes do not use condition synchronization, then we can
simply prefix our methods (that implement signal actions) with the
keyword synchronized.

Problems arise when we wish to implement signal actions that utilize
condition synchronization!



Implementing Monitors in Java

In order to do this, we must first decide which processes are to play an
active role and which are to play a passive role. The idea is that:

• active processes initiate actions. As a result, these processes will be
implemented as Java threads.

• passive processes respond to actions. They service the requests of
other processes. As a result, these processes will be implemented as
Java monitors (ie. classes that contain at least one synchronized

method).

This decision as to what processes should be active and passive is not
always clear. Thus, the implementor will often have to make their own
choices here.



Behind the scenes, each Java monitor has a lock, a wait set and an
activation queue associated with it.

Processes waiting for a condition to become true are placed in the wait
set or the activation queue. Processes in the activation queue may
perform work. Processes in the wait set perform no work at all.

Before the monitor will perform a request, the requesting process must
first obtain the monitors lock.The process at the head of the activation
queue is the process allowed to obtain the monitor’s lock.



Java supplies us with the methods to interact with these internal data
structures:

• notify - allows a single thread, that is waiting in the queue, to be
reawoken.

• notifyAll - wakes up all threads that are waiting in the current
monitors wait queue.

• wait - which causes the invoking thread to wait until it has been
notifed by another thread. Any thread that waits releases the
synchronization lock. Once we are notifed (and so become awake)
we may need to wait until we may aquire the monitor lock before
we may resume execution.



Notice that after waiting, we may need to wait even further to aquire
the monitors lock. This can sometimes lead us to miss the condition we
are waiting for. Thus, having aquired the monitors lock, we must
recheck that the condition we are waiting for does indeed hold. If it does
then we may proceed, otherwise we are forced to execute another wait.

Since there are a number of possible ways we may be reawoken from a
wait set (eg. via a notify method or by an interrupt signal) we need to
place in the InterruptedException throws-clause in any method that
calls the wait method. This exception may be needed to be caught at a
higher level.


